
New high-efficiency mixers for less waste!

SuperMixer™  
Automix 1:1 Mixing Nozzles

NEW
DESIGN

Introducing the Centrix SuperMixer™! The next-generation high performance 
mixing nozzles have an all-new mixing technology, easier-to-use design and  
up-to-33% reduced material waste!  

Better mixing. Complete confidence.
SuperMixers are designed for 1:1 cartridge systems, providing more complete 
and more consistent mixing of any viscosity dental material, including core 
buildup, crown and bridge, gingival retraction and impression.

Reduce waste. More profitable.
Best of all, SuperMixer provides even less waste, with 26-33% material  
savings, depending on the product. And, reduced waste means more  
material for billable procedures.  

Easier to use.
The new mixer technology eliminates streaks and provides more complete 
mixing of dental materials for superior consistency and clinical performance, 
compared to the old-style nozzles. You’ll find it much easier to access all 
areas of the mouth for any procedure.

SuperMixer™  
Even, complete mixing of material

Traditional Mixer
Uneven, striated, incomplete mixing

Better mixing results 



Easier-to-use design and up to 
33% reduced material waste! 

Reduce waste, save time and increase profits for your practice.

SuperMixer™  
Mixing Nozzle

Typical  
Applications

Waste Reduction 
(avg.)1

Additional Uses 
(avg.)2

2016 Billable 
Fees3

Incremental 
Profits

Blue Hub Temp. Crown &  Bridge 27% 12 $139 $1,668

Yellow Hub Core Build-up 27% 11 $122 $1,342

Pink Hub Retraction 33% 10 n/a n/a

Teal Hub Impression Making 26% 1* n/a n/a

Ordering Information
REF 910628 Yellow hub, 50
REF 910631 Yellow hub with 18 gauge tip, 50
REF 910632 Pink hub, 50 
REF 360010 Teal hub, 24 
REF 910626 Blue hub, 50

Ordering is easy. Call 800.235.5862 or contact your preferred dealer. 
Visit centrixdental.com for more information.

Suggested Accessories
REF 360036 50mL 1:1/2:1 Automix Gun, 1
REF 310156 25mL 1:1/2:1 Automix Gun, 1
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1. Average waste reduction vs. old-style nozzles, per 50mL cartridge using Centrix restoratives. Results will vary depending on material. 
2. Average of a range of additional applicators, per 50mL cartridge 
3. 2016 Delta Dental Teamster Dental Fee Schedules

*Dual arch quadrant from 2 cartridges per kit

Waste reduction results in real profit increases. SuperMixer nozzles enable users to get many more uses of every type of material tested, 
resulting in significant increases in billable fees and increased profits. Your practice will reduce waste, save time and increase profits with 
Centrix SuperMixer™ Mixing Nozzles.
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31% 
Shorter

28% 
Shorter

22% 
Shorter

23% 
Shorter

So much shorter!

Our new shorter SuperMixer has more mixing 
surfaces to efficiently blend mixed materials, 
which greatly improves the quality and texture.

NEW SuperMixer™ Design

Traditional (spiral mixer design)


